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ABSTRACT

Optical methods of sound image recog-

nition are discussed as an alternate to

recognition systems with von Neumann’s

architecture. The main design principles

and algorithms are described.

INTRODUCTION

Most sound image recognition systems

are based on computer systems (08) with

a von Neumann architecture (with a seq-

uential instruction stream). As is known
such CS are not equipped with functions

(including input-output) required to
process non-numeric data, such as speech,

graphic images, etc. Due to the difficul-

ties of real-time parallel 'processing of

acoustic signals, it appears expedient

to shift'to customized optical computers
(000) for solving sound image recogniti-

on problems. Such COC may use both cohe-

rent and non-coherent light emissions,

or their combination. Correlation type

COC are the most widely used due to the

simplicity and efficiency of complex sign-

al transformations, such as convolution,

correlation, Fourier transforms, Hankel

transforms, multiplication of matrices,

etc. In contrast to traditional digital

CS in which the elementary Operation is

a comparison by mod 2, in COC of the cor-

relation type an elementary operation is

a complex functional or integral trans-

formation with an execution time determin-

ed only by the time of light travel thro-

ugh the optical media and assemblies,

which can be some 10 ns to 10 ps. Another

feature of C00 is their ability to per-

form multiparallel signal processing. Op-

tical computers are equivalent to CS with

106 to 1012 inputs. The number of output

channels can range from 1 to kn, where n

is the number of inputs and k a 1, 2,3...

Another feature of COC is the ease and

simplicity Of processing multidimensi-

onal objects. 000 which should simulta-

neously, in fractions of a microsecond

add and divide hundreds of millions of
numbers or multidimensional matrices
can be designed without undue engineer-

ing problems, while such speeds in tra-

ditional digital CS are unattainable,

especially if the simultaneous process-

ing of great data bulks is taken into

account. Many researches tend to treat

acoustic signals as a unidimensional ft(x)
one, rather than three-dimensional ft(x.yo
z) signals, this being hardly always just-
ified. Holography is an ideal means of ma-

thematical simulation of three-dimensional

objects, and holographic methods provide

an exhaustive description of acoustic sign-
als at all stages of its processing.

IMPLEMENTATION

Optical computers can be designed as
analog, digital, or hybrid devices and
may include various electronic and mec-
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hanical assemblies and units. COC func-
tioning is based on the principle of
generalised image delineation. The acoust-

ic signal is fed to Optical channel most-
ly via the so-called spatial-time light

modulators (SIIM) in the form of a two-
or three-dimensional matrix consisting of

several hundred or thousand cells con- ‘

trolled by the acoustic signal or its ele-

ctric equivalent. The acoustic or electriz

signal causes a charge image to be form-

ed on the modulator surface and this in

turn modulates the light beam. STlls may

be Operated both in the light transmission

or light reflection modes. One Of the $11!

' modifications is the controlled liquid

crystal matrix (with acoustic, electric,

or light control) with modulation frequ-.
enoies up to about 60 kHz which is usual-

ly adequate for acoustic signal process-

ing. The most advanced.acoustio light mo-

dulators (of the Phototitue type) are bas-

ed on CRTs [1,2], with a special crystal

serving as the target inside the CR! and

two electron guns for information record-

ing and erasure, respectively. The charge

image pattern on the crystal surface is

formed by a controllable electron beam.

During information readout the passing co-

herent light is phase and amplitude modu-

lated. Real-time operation is provided by

a second electron gun with a wide beam to

remove the surface charge. As demonstrat-

ed [2], nonooherent optical processing is

essentially reduced to linear operations

with the image. In the classical non-co-

herent optical processor [3] the correlat-

ed output signal appears on a background

of a constant bias. In the past, applicat-

ions of such systems have been hampered

by the low output signal-to-noiee ratio

and the difficulties of handling complex

data. In the non-coherent Optical speech

processing system under study a higher

aisnal-to-noise ratio is obtained and the

constant bias is eliminated by modulating

and demodulating the carrier. This makes

it feasible to preprocess complex data

to a form suitable to be input to the

main coherent processor; this is acompl-

ished with the aid of an Obscure aperture

of special shape. Consider two-dimension-

al functions: the recognized acoustic pat-

tern f(x,y) and the reference pattern

g(x.y) which are to be compared by close-

ness. In the general case, they can be

complex quantities. Using their optical

image, coded transparencies with trans-

mission intensities fc and g0 are gone-

rated:

fc - 0.5|f(x1,y1)| {1+cos[?.fit’cx1 +

+'3r3 1’(x1,y1)]} (1)

3c - 0.513(1.l ,y1)l {1-I-cos[2:ll')‘¢x1 +

+ are damn} (2)
where 95 is the carrier frequncy used in

the coding Operation. Functions fc and 3c

are realized as intensities caused by bi-

asing the cosine carrier. At Ifl t 1 and

Isl i 1, we have 0 ‘ Ifcle 1 and 0 "3c"

- 1. This means that processing the coded

transparencies is equivalent to processing

the initial functions. Correlation be-

tween'fc and go is provided by the base

non-coherent processor (Fig. 1). Fresnel

holograms for the plane of obscure P' we-

re generated, with transmittance functions

8c(x1,y1) in the input plane P1 correspond-

ing to various phoneme and their combinat-

ions (dyads). The transparency modulated

by fc was positioned in the P1 plane and

thus the light intensity in the output

plane P1 was f-°® go:

‘ 12 f-‘fc®gc - 0.25 lf|®|g| +

+ 0.25 If®g| coslfi2:fl‘)t,:x2 +

+ arg(f®g)] +

+ 0.25 |f|®|8| Icosl,'_251‘9¢x2 +

. + arg(s)]l+ 0.25 |8l®lf| (3)

If 9° is sufficiently large, the signal

spectra of main frequency band with a mo-

dulated carrier in lqs. (1) and (2) will
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not overlap in the frequency domain. Sin-

ce correlation is equivalent to multipli-

cation in the frequency domain, the~ last

two terms in Eq. (3) will be zero and the

pattern in plane P2 will be reduced to:

12 a fc() gc - 0.25 IfIC)I8| +

+ 0.25 |f® g| cosll23h‘cx2 +

+ arg(f® 5)] (4)

To obtain the desired complex function

f® g from the distribution in the P2 pla-

no the pattern in this plane was scanned

by a raster in the :2 direction, with the

spatial carrier vc being transformed in-

to a time carrier 8'5 (5 is the scanning

speed). Passing the video signal through

a band-pass filter removes the first term

of Eq.(3) and the second term then depicts

the absolute value and phase Of the

f®g signal. In the transformation de-

vice used masks for the DC component and

first, third, fifth and seventh derivat-

ives of the spatial-temporal acoustic si-

gnal were provided, with the even derivat—

ives zeroed out by an apprOpriately sel-

ected obscure function. Differentiation

and averaging were holographic.The masks

were programmed to provide a pseudo-form-

ant representation of the speech signal,

this ensuring an adequate invariance re-

lative to different dictors. Pseudo-form-

ants are more descriptive than formants,

least Of all prone to change, and are re-

latively easy to separate [4]. Non-coher~
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Basic non-coherent optical correlator

1 - source; 2 - condenser lens; 3 - de-

coder; 4 - output signal; P', P" - obe-

- cures; P1, P2 - mask-transparencies;

'L1, L2 - lenses; P3 - integral matrix

ent optical speech processing is limited

to linear transforms only. Nonlinear tram; ~.

forms of acoustic signals are readily pro-,‘

duced by coherent Optics techniques, us-

ing the "Kristal" facility with a "rheto-

titus" modulator. Recognition was perform-

ed using the multirange delineation and

modified image disfocus methods [2,5].

PRINCIPLES OF ALGORITHM CONSTRUCTION

Delineation Of "visible speech" pat-

terns by means of a controlled photoelec-

trooptical liquid-crystal matrix is based

on the photosensitive surface being expos-

ed both to a focused image and defocused

image, the former providing a pulse respon-

se in the four of a delta function and

the latter - in the form
1/(RiciRc( Uzi + yz/R°)).

where R0 is the defocusing factor.

The contour is determined by the

difference between these images which

is generated during readout. Such process

ing is analoguous to photography with an

"unsharp mask" [3].Generalizing Casas—

ent’s transform [2,6] by introducing nonr

alization to time and combining geometric

transformations with integrated Optical

processing provides addressing a consider

ably wider class of phonem speech decod-

ing problems, in particular by including

"visible speech" image recognition when

the pattern differs from the reference

one in scale, positioning, orientation

and time dependence. A multigraph is 833'

erated in the COC memory as result Of ho-

lographic speech signal processing, this

multigraph containing various interpreta-

tions Of the recognized words, syllables

and phoneme. Studies show the optimal re-

cognition algorithm tO correspond to the

minimal evaluation by Kolmogorov’s intric—

acy criterion. Some relations, describing

associative signs are outlined from the .

versatile relations class. The effects of"

actually implemented algorithms on the
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image being recognized is limited to the

' screening operator which is in the form

of a special mask and which is equivalent

in effect to convolution of an associativ-

ed sign matrix with a versatile relations

matrix. In the intelligent system thus

created particular calculus of natural de-

ductions is widely employed. Digital ho-

lography was used to design the optimal

filter, the initial data being produced

by passing,the visible speech images

through special masks, such as chess

field, concentric alternating dark and

light bands, moire grid, etc. Computer

processing Of these prefiltered images

produced a program of grid plotting for

a precision plotter, with a photo image

Of this grid reduced by 70x used as an

Optimal matched filter. The same program

was used to control the electron beam

path during readout of the recognized

visual speech image. Beam deflection was

corrected by means of a special associat-

ive mask which served as a multiversion

prompter. The most probable beam paths

were run first with less probable paths

following. The artificial intelligence

system made wide use of contiguity and

hint relations. As compared to frame art-

ificial intelligence systems, this system

features the advantages of associative

links and a considerably higher version

search rate for speech pattern recognition.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

The artificial intelligence system des-

cribed was run mostly under stringent

prOgram control. To make the system more

flexible it is expedient tO complement

its intelligent and customized processors

by a so-called instrumental processor.

The function of this latter is to genera- .

to CS Of variable architecture and struc-

ture, depending on the stage of the task-

being performed. The instrumental process-

or determines the number Of atomic eva-

luators and their networking into a sem-

antic net to Optimize the search of a

reference pattern for the image to be

recognized and select the most efficient

algorithm for the present stage. Thus,
the intelligent processor sets the stra-

tegy, while the instrumental processor

detenmines the tactics of recognition.

Mathematical simulation Of both process-

ors utilized Petri nets.
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